Conquering Cancer 102

1. INTRO
   BAD Math $100b + $100b = 0

2. GENES vs. METABOLISM
   SMT V3 MT - https://www.google.com

3. RECON CELLS + CYTIDS
   NUCLE = RECON

4. OTTO WARBURG + PET
   METAB OL 1931

5. MAEYER + CIH
   METAB OLY
   TUMOR SIZE

6. CAMAS: METABOLIC SILHOUETTE + THERAPY KEO IN PROTOCOL = CANCER

7. CACHEXIA + WEIGHT: THERAPY 00
   PATHOLOGICAL

8. RADICAL REMISSION + EFFECTIVE TO STUDY

9. FUTURE CANCER + OASIS
   DR. PEPPER VS. ORANGE GREN

10. YOU AS CEO OF PROJECT

   IF MONEY IS LACKING THEN TREATMENT IS...
0. INTRO

Rick's oncologist: “If I... doktor to... you’re done.”

8/6/20 → 180°

101 - 2 weeks after diagnosis

PSA: 250k↑

102 - Stats: 1/20 1/3 15m new

Note: Not a “cure...”

Science! Cancer as a metastatic disease

Peer reviewed "not relevant.

2 days later LNAQ = 78.
104 = ERAS
1) **bad math**: $100b + $1tr = 0

- research over last 45 years
- Nixon, 2 days before Xmas 1971
- "war on cancer"
- 2 yr max man
- complete failure

- cancer mortality

- zero improvement in real death rates since 1980s

- theory vs therapy

- wrong paradigm
2. GENES vs. META-ASUSM

1. GENES vs. HABITS

- BAD HABIT
  - DISTINCTION
  - ENERGY MENSUCUS
  - CANCER

4. Influence

- GROSS &
  - Actions 5-10

SMT = SOMATIC MUTATION THEORY

MT = METABOLIC THEORY

Which is cause & which is effect

IT MATTERS

THERAPY
3. RECON CELLS + CYBRIDS

Nucleus

Cytoplasm

= Genet

= Energy Metabolism

Drives

Metabolic Dysfunction

Genetic Instability / Mutations

Metabolic Therapy!!

That's the White Class!
4. OTTO WARBURG + PET SCANS

NUSEZ PRIZE ➔ 1931

CANCER Cells Preferentially Feed on Sugar

GLUCOSE METABOLISM = NARROW OR CANCER =

CANCER LOVES SUGAR.

- WES, US

DYSFUNCTIONAL METABOLISM ➔ GOOD NEWS = ACHIEVE HEAL =

CANCER CELLS = METABOLICALLY INFLEXIBLE

PROJECT FLIP LIGHT SWITCHES OFF!

Rick: 1 4 5 7 5 weeks!

93

Doc: "You have cancer."
5. Good Gardening + Cubes + Symptoms vs. Systems

Tumor vs. Terrain

Slash = Surgery = Saw
Burn = Radiation = Black Torch
Poison = Chemotherapy = VENOM

That's it.

Ice Cubes

Even if you get it, it will likely come back if you don't treat it.

Symptoms vs. Systems

Turn off Heat! = TERRAIN vs. TUMOR
6. CANCER'S

ACHILLES

THROW -

METABOLIC

INFLEXIBILITY

- #1 THERAPEUTIC

INTERVENTION

= KETO

FOR

CANCER

CANCER CELLS

ARE BROKEN

DYSFUNCTION

ENERGY

METABOLISM

= ACHILLES

THROW

KETOGENIC METABOLIC

THERAPY AS A TAILORED

NUTRITIONAL STRATEGY

ATTACK

METABOLIC

INFLEXIBILITY.

KETD FOR

CANCER

"FOOD IS

MEDICINE"

- Micronutrients

AGING CELL OR

MIRAN = "DAY-TIME DRY"

= LIGHT SWITCH

OFF

MEASURE

KICK: 145+

< 93

5 WEEK NO MEAS

= LIGHT SWITCH

OFF

MEASURE

* GLUCOSE

* KETONES
7. CACHEXIA: WEIGHT LOSS: THERAPEUTIC VS. PATHOLOGICAL

O: "JUST DON'T LOSE WEIGHT."

ME: "BUT... IF OVERWEIGHT THEN... WHY MAINTAIN WEIGHT THAT BROUGHT US HERE?"

WEIGHT LOSS: THERAPEUTIC VS. PATHOLOGICAL

HEALTHY BMI

VITAMINS LIKE VITAMIN

THERAPEUTIC PRESCRIPTION

Drug/Drugs

VITAMIN

FUEL FOR CANCER

PURE SUGAR

PREQUESTED

YOU WILL LOSE WEIGHT. THAT'S GOOD!

AND...

MAKESHIFT

VITAMIN

L-ARGININE + RICE

+ WATER - MEAT

+ STRENGTH - MONEY
9. Future Cancer Clinics

- Leave mechanism!
- Oasis = optimize

- IVC
- O2

- Labs:
  - Glucose
  - HbA1C
  - HS-CRP
  - VIT D

- Water filtration
- 
- Toxic stuff

Q: Why are Dr. Peppers cheaper than Dancing Greens?
A: Subsidies = public policy chat.

- Dr. Peppers vs. Dancing Greens
  - Public policy
  - Lower chat
  - Decrease
  - Price

- & Cancer Cures